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Abstract- This paper describes the characteristics comparison of bulk FINFET and SOI FINFET. The scaling trend in
device dimension require limit on short channel effect through the control of subthreshold slope and DIBL characteristics.It
can be achieved by proper device design. The subthreshold characteristics are plotted with the variation of gate voltage for
different doping profile .This paper also compares the performance improvement of Multi-gate Bulk and SOI MOSFET
over Single-gate bulk and SOI MOSFET.The simulation results are obtained with the help of TCAD 3-D device simulator
are well matched with the ideal characteristics.
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I.

nano-scale CMOS technology and high-density
memory application[6]as in Fig1.2.The Process
technology of FinFET is easy and compatible with
conventional fabrication process.

INTRODUCTION

To make transistors smaller is to pack more and
more devices in a given chip area. Smaller ICs allow
more chips per wafer and reducing the price per
chip[1]. But the continuous scaling of conventional
planar MOSFETs has been facing problems such as
subthreshold swing degradation, significant DIBL,
fluctuation
of
device
characteristics,
and
leakage.High channel doping is used to reduce
“short channel effects”.But high channel doping has
major
disadvantageous
of
lower
carrier
mobility,high tunneling effect, degradation in
subthreshold performance and larger parasitic
capacitance.Multi-gate structures has been proved
better solution to solve these problems[2][3].DGMOSFET is one of the Multi-gate MOSFET which
is used to obtain more control of gate on
channel.Fig1

Fig. 1.2 : Finfet 3-D structure and cross-sectional view

Structurally bulk FinFETs and SOI FinFETs are
similar except for the fact that bulk FinFETs use an
isolation oxide layer (SiO2) between the gate
electrode bottom and the bulk Si surface to avoid
gate electrode contacting the Si wafer (as shown
schematically in Fig1. 2.

Fig. 1.1 : Planner DG-MOSFET

The major problems of planner DG MOSFET are 1)
definition of both gates to the same image size
accurately, 2) self-alignment of the source/drain
regions to both top and bottom gates, and alignment
of the two gates to one another[4][5]. The DG
FinFETs (built on bulk silicon or SOI wafers) among
3-D devices are very promising candidate for future

The sailient features of Bulk DG FINFETs over SOI
DG FINFET are low wafer cost, low defect density,
less back gate-bias effect, high heat transfer rate to
substrate and good process compatibility. Most of
the bulk FinFET processes reported using a large
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isolation oxide to reduce the parasitics. The bulk
FinFETs use a heavy fin doping to control the OFFstate leakage, which causes a significant mobility
degradation.[7].

The Simulation results shows the comparative
analysis of SOI FINFET and Bulk FINFET for
different profile.
DG SOI FINFET:
To study the characteristics varition of
SOI
FINFET a schematic cross-sectional view of the SOI
FINFET is simulated using 3-D Sentaurus device
simulator [8], is shown in fig2.3 In this structure the
channel length is 65nm,Fin hight is 60nm and metal
gates are separated with channel 20nm thick oxide
layer

II. DEVICE SIMULATION AND RESULT:
Sentaurus TCAD simulation tool is used for different
MOSFET structures from Single gate to Multi-gate
FINFET (bulk and SOI structure)[8]. With the
scaling trend in device dimension it is required to
limit short channel effects(SCE) and therefore high
channel doping is used .But it has adverse effect of
lower carrier mobility,high tunneling effect ,
degrades subthreshold performance and larger
parasitic capacitance.It is observed that for single
gate MOSFET the subthreshold slope changes with
the change in doping level while in FD SOI
MOSFET structure, the subthreshold slop
is
independent of cannel doping as in Fig2.1&2.2

Fig. 2.3 : Device Structure

SOI FinFET is fully depleted SOI MOSFET with
dual gate . It shows nearly ideal characteristics.
With the help of 3-D device simulation we have
obtained the subthreshold and transfer characteristics
between drain current and gate voltage of DG SOI
FINFET
for
different
channel
doping.Fig2.4.Simulation result of SOI FINFET is
also compared with Bulk FINFET.

Fig. 2.1: Dependence of subthreshold slope on channel doping

Fig. 2.2 : Subthreshold behavior of FD-SOI under different
channel doping
Fig. 2.4 : SOI-FinFET subthreshold characteristics
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The subthreshold slope and DIBL are also plotted
with the variation in channel doping. It is observed
that Subthreshold characteristics is nearly
independent from channel doping and DIBL reduces
gradually as channel doping increases(Fig2.5&2.6).

Fig. 2.5 : Subthreshold slope (in mv/decade) of SOI-FinFET
under different doping conditions

Fig. 2.6 : DIBL(in mV/V) of SOI-FinFET under different
doping conditions

Bulk DG FINFET:
The bulk DG FINFET is simulated for diffrent
doping
profile
structure
for
performance
comparision as in Fig2.7. The transfer and
subthreshold characteristics are plotted with the
variation of gate voltage for different doping
profile(Fig2.8&2.9).

Fig. 2.7 : Device structure

Bulk FINFETs were compared with SOI FINFETs
with nearly the same device scalability better wafer
quality and characteristics regarding the body
connected to substrat. In this paper the Bulk FinFET
realized by using spacer technology.
Junction isolated Bulk-FINFET can potentially
match SOI in terms of subthreshold(Vth) leakage
control, but doping optimization can be complex.

Fig. 2.8 : Transfer Characteristics Of different Bulk profile
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Fig. 2.11: Bulk FINFET subthreshold characteristics for
32nm channel length.

Fig. 2.9 : Subthreshold characteristics of different Bulk profile

III. CONCLUSION:

Simulation result shows that Bulk FINFET has high
value of subthreshold slope as compared to SOI
FINFET but the value of SS is different for different
profile structure indicating minimum value with
profile(II) as shown in Table1.

The performance characteristics of DG SOI FINFET
and BULK DG FINFET are compared for different
gate voltages. The Bulk DG FINFET is furthure
analysed with diffrent doping profile.SOI-FinFET
gives superior performance over bulk FinFET. But
proper designing and optimization of bulk FinFET
(using profile(II)) results in better short channel
effects, which makes it a strong candidate for bulk
FinFET design.

Table 1: Performance comparison between SOI
FINFET and Bulk FINFET of different profile
SOIBulk
Type
Profile
FinFET FinFET

SS

64

89.28

I

II

III

80.7

74.02

84
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Fig. 2.10 : Bulk FINFET Transfer characteristic for 32nm
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